Fast Footwork
I. FOUNDA noN -Push the ball left and right,-- under your body with the inside
of each foot.

A. Move the ball forward, touching the ball each step with the inside of your
foot.
B. Same as A except move forward Diagonally left then right
2. TRIANGLE -Stand behind the ball, place foot on top of ball, pull ball back
and push it with the inside of that foot toward the other foot; push the ball
diagonally forward and repeat
3. DOUBLE TRIANGLES -Do Triangle except instead of pushing the ball
forward, push it back to beginning foot and play it diagonally forward
4. ALTERNATE PUSH-OUTS -Pull the ball back and push it forward with
shoelaces or ins~de of foot -repeat with left, then right foot.
5. SIDE ROLL -Drag the ball across your body with the bottom of your foot.
Reach out and stop the ball with the inside of the other foot (repeat)
6. BEmND LEG -Foundation, then reach out with the right foot and pull the ball
back with the bottom of that foot. When the ball is past your standing left
foot, push the ball left with the inside of your right foot.
7 .STEP-OVER -Start with Foundation Forward. When the ball is played with
your left foot, step around in front of the ball with your right foot. Spin back
to your right with your weight on the !ig!!tfoot. Repeat Foundation Forward
and step over with left.
8. STEP-ON (OUTSIDE) -Step on outside of the ball and push it with the inside
of that foot toward the other foot.
9,

OUTSIDE-BOTfOM-INSIDEPull the ball out and cut it back, using the
outside of your foot, continuing with the bottom of your foot and cut it back
with the inside of the foot.

10.PULL BACK & PUSH INSIDE OR OUTSIDE -Pull the ball back and push it
twice with the inside or outside of the foot and repeat in the other direction.
11.THE "V" -Begin with Foundation. When the ball is in front of your left foot,
pull it back with the right foot and push it to the right with the inside or
outside of the right foot and repeat with the left.
12.TWO-FOOTED V -Push the ball diagonally forward with the inside of the
foot. Pull it back with the same foot and stop with the inside of that foot.
Repeat with other foot.
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13.COMBO RECTANGLE -Roll the ball forward with the laces. Stop the ball
with the bottom of that foot and step past the ball. Pivot on that foot and
pull the ball back with the sole of the opposite foot. Stop the ball with the
inside of that foot and continue in that direction with a Pull Behind Step-on
with the original foot
14.PULL BEHIND & STEP-ON -Begin with a Behind Leg movement. When the
ball gets to your other side, do a Step-on with the opposite foot. Foundation
touches may be done between moves
15.PULL BEHIND & PULL THE V -Begin with a Pull Behind, and when the ball
rolls behind the standing foot, turn and pull the V with the foot you used for
the Pull Behind. Foundation touches between moves is an option.
16.ROLL-OVER -HEEL-STEP-ON
-Begin with Foundation. Push the ball
diagonally forward, reach out and place your toes on the ball. Continue to
move forward by rolling your foot forward over the ball until your foot
touches the ground in front of the ball. Your heel will naturally push the ball
back to your other foot -and with that foot, do a Step-On into the
Foundation, and repeat with the other foot.
17.CRUYFF/STEP-ON -Begin with Foundation, complete the Cruyff and
complete a Step-on with the other foot.
18.HEEL/PULL & TURN -Begin with Foundation. Push the ball diagonally
forward, then step in front of the ball and allow the ball to bounce back off
of your heel. Continue moving forward and pull the ball along the outside of
the front foot with the inside of your back foot. Pivot and spin on the front
foot toward the ball anq start Foundation with the pulling f,?ot.
19.OUTSIDE CUT/STEP-ON -Begin with Foundation. Push the ball forward and
cut it back with the outside of the foot. Pivot and turn with your cut and do a
Step-on with the cutting foot as you begin Foundation again.
y
20.STEP-ON & TOE PULL & TURN -Begin with Foundation, then push the ball
forward. Reach out and step on the ball to stop it. Continue with that foot,
stepping forward past the ball. With the inside toe of your other foot, pull
the ball forward past the outside of the front foot. Pivot and spin on the front
foot toward the ball and start foundation with the pulling foot.
21.GARRINCHA POP-UP -Begin with the Garrincha move. When finishing the
move by pulling the ball back towat:d you, put your toes under the rolling
ball. As the ball rolls up your shoe, pop it up in the air by quickly flicking
your toes up. When the ball comes down, do a Cruyff move as the ball hits
the ground or catch the ball with your shoelaces and allow the ball to
bounce and roll between your legs.
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Feintin2 Dribblin2
1. SCISSORS -(behind or in front) -Fake a push with the outside of the foot
stepping to the side of the ball. Push the ball diagonally forward in the
opposite direction with the outside of the other foot.
2. DOUBLE SCISSORS -Two
ball, the better the fake.

scissors fakes -the closer the faking foot is to the

3. flIL~THE
"V" -Start with the ball in front of the left foot. Reach out with
your right foot and bring the ball back to the right. Pivot on your left foot
and push the ball diagonally forward to the right with the inside of the right
foot.
4. THE CAP -Cut the ball across and under your body and push it diagonally
forward in that direction with the inside of the other foot.
5. STANLEY MATHEWS -(or Drag & Explode) -Roll the ball inches with the
inside of the foot, then quickly move the same foot behind and to the other
side of the ball and push it diagonally forward in the opposite direction with
the outside of that foot.
6. COMBINA noN -Begin with the Mathews roll of the ball, but scissors
around the ball instead of pushing it with the outside of the foot. Take the
ball away with the outside of the other foot.
7 .ROLL IN FRONT -Fake a kick and roll the ball across your body with the
bottom of that foot.
8. KICK UP KNEE-

Fake a step on the ball and scoop the ball quickly forward.

9. CRUYFF -Fake a kick, placing your plant foot to the side and ahead of the
ball. With the faking foot, cut the ball with the inside part of your foot,
allowing the ball to roll behind the plant foot and to the other side.
IO.RIVULINO -Fake an inside foot cut or push by stepping over or around in
front of the ball. Take the ball in the opposite direction with the outside of
the same foot.
11.~~-OVER
-Fake a push pass by stepping over or around the ball and cut
the ball back in the opposite direction with the inside of the other foot.
12.TOE-CAP -Reach out and put the bottom of your toes on the ball in order to
pull the ball back and across your body. Afterwards, place that foot in front
of the ball and take the ball away in the other direction with the inside of the
other foot.
13.STEP-ON PAST -As you approach the ball, reach out to step on it Step on the
ball to stop it and allow your momentum to carry the other foot past the
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front of the ball,. Take the ball away in the opposite direction with the
inside of the step-on foot or the outside of the opposite foot.
14.PULL & TURN -Reach out and pull the ball with the sole of the foot, turn and
go in that direction.
15.PULL & PUSH -Reach out and pull the ball with the sole of the foot as if to
turn, but then quickly push the ball forward.
16.STOP- N-GO -As the ball rolls, reach out and stop it with the inside of your
foot, then quickly push it in the original direction with the inside "of your
other foot.
17.IN & OUT- Repeatedly touch the ball forward with the inside and outside of
the same foot while hopping on the other foot. When the opponent commits,
take the ball in the other direction with the inside or outside of the foot.
18.ouTsmE
FOOT CUT -While dribbling to yo~r left, reach in front and across
your left leg with your right, but behind the ball. Take the ball back in the
opposite direction by pivoting on the left foot, cutting the ball back with the
outside shoelaces with the toes curled up.
19.GARRINCHA -Reach out and stop the ball with the bottom of your. Allow
that foot to continue past the ball. Pivot on that foot and pull the ball behind
you with the bottom of the other foot.
20. LACE CUT -Reach out and around th.e ball. Chop it across and back under
your body using the laces of your shoe (toe should point to the ground and
the heel points to the sky). Push the ball with the outside of the opposite
foot to continue the movement of the ball in that direction.
21.PULL BEHIND -Pull the bali back with the bottom of your foot. When the
ball is past the heel of your standing foot, use the inside of the same foot to
push the ball behind your standing foot to the other side of your body.
22.CUT IN/SCOOP OUT -Pretend to cut the ball with the laces or inside of the
foot, but chop behind the ball and scoop in, up and out in the opposite
direction with the outside laces of that same foot.
23.CUT IN/SCOOP ACROSS -Pretend to cut the ball with the laces or inside of
the foot, but chop behind the ball and scoop it back across your body with
the laces of your other foot.
24.ROLL & CUT -With your back to your opponent, roll the ball with the sole of
the foot across your body -and while turning to face your opponent,
quickly cut the ball back in the opposite direction with the laces of the same
foot.
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25. TOE-PULL CUT -With the toes of one foot under the ball, step over and in
front of the ball with the other foot. As you step forward, pull it forward
along the outside of the step-over foot with the top of your toes. When the
ball comes past the outside of your foot cut the ball with the outside of your
foot.
26. TOE-~ULL SCISSORS -Same as the Toe-Pull Cut, except you step over the
ball in the scissors movement instead of cutting the ball outside.
27.RIVULINO/SCISSORS BEHIND -Step over the ball as if to do a Rivulino,
but instead of taking the ball away with the outside of the same foot; do a
scissors behind the ball and take it away with the outside of the opposite
foot.
28.CHOP RIVULINO
opposite foot.

-Fake a cut inside one way, then do a Rivulino with the

29.ROLL-GLANCE-C!lI
-Roll the ball across your front with the bottom of
your foot. Act as if you will cut it back with the outside of the same foot, but
let it glance across the back of the ball. Cut it in tlle original direction with
the inside of the same foot.
30.OUT & IN -Act is if you will cut the ball with the outside of your foot, but
move your foot behind the ball and cut it back in the opposite direction with
the inside of the same foot. Push it further in that direction with the outside
of the opposite foot.
31.ROLLING TOE CM -Roll the ball forward with the inside or instep of the
foot. Mter the ball has rolled about a leg's length away, pull it back and
across your body with the bottom of the same foot's toes.
32.ROLLING TOE CAP BEHIND -Same as Rolling Toe Cap, except when you
pull the ball back, roll it behind your standing foot. cYou may roll the ball
forward with the outside of the foot. )
33.STEP-ON PAST RIVULINO
OR SCISSORS -Do Step-On Past, then a
Rivulino with the same foot, or a scissors movement starting with the
opposite foot.
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COMMON SOCCER INJURIES
AND TREA TMENTS

\brasion

SYMPTOMS
Loss of skin surface.

31ister

Fluid buildup under skin.

:oncussion

Severe blow to the head which
can cause dizziness, dull to
severe headache, ringing in ears,
vomiting, disorientation, and a
Dossible loss of consciousness.

"professional.

~ontusion

A bruised

RICE.

:ramps

Involuntary and painful muscle
contraction.
Weakness, pale/clammy skin,
profuse perspiration but normal

.4.1LMENT

:Ieat
~xhaustion

~eat Stroke

muscle

or tendon.

S UGGESTED

TREATMENT

Cleanse with antiseptic and apply antibiotic
ointment.
Have it drained by a qualified person and
clean the area.
Remove from contest and do not allow player
to reenter the game even if (s)he provides
assurance of being fine. As a precaution,
always have the athlete seen by a

Firm pressure on the area combines with a
gentle massage. Hydrate the player.
.1
Lie the player down with the feet slightly
raised. Loosen clothing, apply wet cloths and
fan player or remove to a cooler area.
body temperature, possible
Provide water in small doses every one hour.
cramps, nausea, dizziness,
vomiting, and fainting.
If the player vomits, discontinue fluids and
take to the hosDital.
High temperature; red, dry , and
Remove clothing (without compromising
hot skin; rapid pulse; weakness
privacy), sponge bare skin with cool water or
(possible loss of consciousness); place in a tub with cool water (but do not add
! ice!), and bring to a cooler or an air
and little or no noticeable
conditioned area. A void stimulating and
sweating.
I over-cooling (at the risk of inducing shock).
An

injured

ligament.

Tom muscle or tendon.

i Quickly get professional help.
i RICE. If in any doubt, seek professional
! helD.
RICE. If in any doubt, seek professional
help.
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GAME EV ALUA TION
(coaches should bring a copy of this form to every game)
Teams (include age):
Date:
Location:
Field Conditions:
**note: For the younger age groups (10,11,12,13) we should be placing a greater
emphasis on the players technical ability .As the players progress in age and
ability, we should assessnot only their technical ability but also group and team
tactics. You should use information from the game to decide on next weeks
training. It is helRful if ~ou identify one or two Rroblem areas at a time i
!rying to identify man~.A helpful tool is to take statistics (ex: number of times
players on our team beat an opponent 1v1 in the first 112; 2nd 112). You may use
the back of this sheet to take notes.
I. Attacking
a) Are the players capable of escaping from pressure on the dribble?
b) Are the players capable of beating opponents 1v 1?
c) Are the players capable of receiving the ball correctly (fIrst touch)?
d) Are the players capable of passing the ball with the correct accuracy
and pace? Can they determine a safe from an unsafe pass?
e) Are the players capable of shooting accurately and hard?
t) (older teams)ls the team playing quickly? (1T, 2T, quick turns,
speed in beating players, restarts, combinations)?
g) (older teams) Is the team consistently making safe decisions when
building from the back and controlling the ball into the attacking
third ?
II. Defending
a) Are the players capable of defending 1v1 (stance, footwork, patience v.
tackle).
b) Do the players give defensive cover (2nd defender)?
c) (older teams) Is the team balanced and compact?
d) (older teams) Is the team recovering quickly, with numbers, to deny
scoring chances? How many quality chances does the team
concede? Counters?
e) (older teams) Is the team defending as a unit? Numbers back,
compactness with pressure constantly on the ball?
III. Attack and Defend
--(older teams) Is the team defending properly to create a good
number of counter opportunities? How many counters per half?
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(
II. In each tryout,
TECHNICAL,

scores should be given in the following

TACTICAL,

The range should be from
III.

In each tryout,

can be identified

numbers
(numbers

PHYSICAL,

4 categories:

FINAL

1 to 3, 1 being the best and 3 the worst.
should be assigned to each player so they
can be pinned onto the backs of the players

shirts).

(
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U-11 AND U-12 FIRST TRYOUT

(1.5 TO 2 HOURS)

I. Warm Up (approx. 30 min)
A. All players with a ball; different moves and related exercises
B. Competitive dribbling games
ExamRle: 6 with ball, 4 without ball who go hunting for one
from the 6
Exam121e: 8 matched up man to man with one ball to each group of
two; 2 neutral targets; player with the ball must escape
from his/her partner and pass to a designated target to
get a point.

**NOTE**
During this Warm Up session, a coach should be assigned to
the Goalkeeper(s) for a separate Warm Up session. The goalkeeper(s)
should then be integrated into the 6v6 games.
II. 6v6 games to two goals

approx. 1 hour)

U-11 AND U-12 SECOND TRYOUT

(1.5 TO 2 HOURS)

I. The same outline used for the fIrst tryout should be followed

for the second

tryout.

II. Final games should makeup a larger percentage of the session. Additionally,
the numbers in the games in the second session should be larger (8v8 or 11v 11)
m. The players should be put into groups based on their ability. Any new players
should be quickly evaluated at the beginning of the second trial and subsequently
placed in their appropriate ability group. Players should be moved up or down in
ability groups when it is appropriate to do so.
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U-13 and U-14 FIRST TRYOUT

(1.5 TO 2 HOURS)

I. Warm up (approx. 30 mill)
A. Dribbling or passing and receiving activities in a grid; must be active
B. Possessional game
Examl2le: 4v4 +2 (4v4 are matched up man to man, 2 are neutral)
a. unlimited touches allowed, 15 passes win
b. two touches are allowed, 15 passes win
c. unlimited touches allowed but only get a point for every one
touch pass completed, 10 points win
**NOTE**
During this Warm Up session, a coach should be assigned to
.the Goalkeeper(s) for a separate Warn1 Up session. The
Goalkeeper(s) should then be integrated into the 6v6 games.

II. 6v6 games to two goals (approx. 1 hour)

U-13 and U-14 SECOND TRYOUT

(1.5 TO 2 HOURS)

I. The same outline used for the first tryout should be followed

for the second

tryout.

II. Final games should makeup a larger percentage of the session. Additionally,
the numbers in the games in the second session should be larger (8v8 or 11v 11)
III. The players should be put into groups based on their ability. Any new players
should be quickly evaluated at the beginning of the second trial and subsequently
placed in their appropriate ability group. Players should be moved up or down in
ability groups when it is appropriate to do so.
.
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Glossarv

ANTICIP

A naN:

thinking

ahead; knowing

what's going to happen before it

happens.
BACKS:

the players positioned

closest to their own goal. Consists of the sweeper,

stopper and wing backs.
CHECKING:
the act of running in a direction,
from your teammate who has the ball.
CONTAIN : the act of slowing
him to one side.
DEFENSE:
EXERCISES:

FLANK:
FLANK

usually to lead an opponent away

a dribbler down by blocking

his path and forcing

a team is on defense when they do not have possession of the ball.
dynamic

activities

used to perfect

skills

technique.

The right and left ( outside) vertical lanes of the field.

PLA YER : A player who plays in an outside position;
mid, outside back.

FORW ARDS: the players positioned

closest to the opponent's

winger,

outside

goal. Consist of the

left and right wings and center striker.
FRONT

RUNNER:

a front

line player

...winger,

striker,

center

forward.

FUNDAMENT AL: the first stage in the presentation of skills technique.
Perfonning skills without pressure.
GOAL

KEEPER:
protecting

the player positioned
goal. Allowed

.QB1Q: a rectangular

INSTEP:

in his team's goal area. Responsible

for

to use hands.

area used for various

soccer exercises.

the 'shoe laces' area of the foot.
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MA

TCH:

the soccer

MATCH-CONDmON:
Perfonning

the third stage in the presentation
skills with full pressure of opponent,

MATCH-RELATED:
Perfonning

game.

of skills technique.

space and/or time.

the second stage in the presentation

of skills technique.

skills with passive pressure of opponent, space, and/or time.

MIDFIELDER.S:
the players positioned between the backs and forwards.
of three to five players ...2 wing mids and 1, 2, or 3 center mids.
OFFENSE:-a

Consists

team is on offense when they have possession of the ball.

QUTSIDE:-outside

area of the foot below and in front of the ankle extending

to

the baby. toe.

OVERLAP:-the act of running by a teammate from the space behind or to the side
of him/her. (Run-Around)
:f ASSIVE DEFENSE: this describes the player who gets in the way and/or bumps
the player performing the skill. He does not steal the ball.

fERIPHERAL
: describes a player's vision when he keeps his head up and is
aware of the area around him.
PRESSURE: introduction of opponents,
restrictions on players perfonning

small spaces, and/or time limits
skills.

SHEPHE~:
directing a dribbler into a specific
position and defensive technical skills.
SmELD:

the act of holding

as

area of the field using body

a defender off while one is dribbling

and waiting

for

team support.

~:

the bottom of the foot.

STOP-AND-GO: the act of quickly stopping the ball with the foot while
dribbling, then instantly and explosively dribbling off in a direction.
STOPPER:

the player in the center back position.

(
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SWEEPER:

the player in the back positioned

closest to his own goal... the trailing

back.

.:.~
VISION:

the ability to see what's going on allover

the field due to the ability

to

anticipate play.
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